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The objective of this paper is t,o present and discuss some aspects of decision analysis in econo
mics, from view-points of operations research and decision making under uncertainty. Our con
siderations are baSed on the use of probability distrib_ution function as a quantitative measure of 
economic events uncertainty. Certainty, risk and uncertainty are assumed to be typical situations 
in decision processes. Some interactio~ between physics and economics . are described, and un
certainty is shown to be an objective proP,erty of econotnic processes. Operations research is pre
sented as the discipline which provides mathematical apparatus adequate to model and analyse 

. quantitative decision problems under certainty or risk, whereas the decision making under uncer
tainty theory is introduced as preferring decision situations under non-measurable uncertainty. 

1. lptroduction 

There are considerable difficulties in wntmg about operations research . (OR) 
and decision making under uncertainty (DMUU) in the context of economic systems 
modelling. The probl~m. is that both these disciplines are relatively young sc,iences 
and so far their boundaries and contents can hardly be deemed rigorously defined. 
In consequence, in the light of our current knowledge, one cannot probably draw 
a distinct line between OR and DMUU. Nevertheless, when we talk about OR and 
DMUU theories, we fi.rst of all have to remember that although each of them deals 
with decisions, it would be a mistake to believe that DMUU falls within the OR 

. . \ ' 
domain or conversely. Whereas in OR the trend is to increase the part of problems .,. / 
which require mathematical treatment for a decision to be made, in the case of 
DMUU, when arriving at a choice, the decision-maker, individual or collective, 
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may take into account other reasons, quantitative or qualitative m nature, not 
considered in preparing mathematical considerations . 

. In recent years there has been a wide discussion of methodological problems 
of OR and DMUU theories (see, for instance, Winkler, 1982; Fishburn, 1982; 
Keeney, 1982; Pidd, 1985; Wilson, 1985), but a particular question that remains 
concerns interrelations between the disciplines. It is the pmpose of this paper to 
discuss some aspects of the problem of the applicability of OR and DMUU to 
economics from the decision making point of view. 

2. Determinism and stochasticity in econmnics 

> 
There are two fundamental categories of decision situations known both in the 

economic science and other disciplines: certainty (determinism) and uncertainty 
(stochasticity). When the decision-maker has a complete knowledge of the con
sequences that will follow each action, the decision is certain. When he has not an 
accurate knowledge about the consequences following each act, the decision is said 
to be made under uncertainty. In this context it is self-evident that the concept of 
uncertainty is used to c0ver a broad class of possible decision situations which one 
can distinguish between classical determinism (certainty) and complete ' chaos. 
From theoretical and practical point of view it would be very useful to be able at 
least roughly identify the most typical kinds of uncertainty in economi problems. 
Borch (1968) was apparently the first to elaborate a classificatio.u of uncertainty 
situations ·accompaned with real economic conditions. It is our intention here to 
propose a more general clas&ification including that by Borch. 

It is well known, that in stochastic mathematics the. basic models of uncertain 
quantities are random variables or random functions. Since any random quantity 
is completely characterized by its probability distribution function, the decisions· 
under uncertainty fall into one of two. categ9ries depending upon the probability 
distribution function exists or does not exist. When the decision-maker has an 
accurate knowledge about the probability distribution of the consequences following 
each act, the decision is said to be made under objective up.certainty or under risk. 

. When he cannot assess definite probabilities to the consequences one says the decision 
is made under subjective uncertainty. 

For a decision-maker to be able to choose the best or at least sufficiently good 
decision among all possible decisions, he must have the rules of selection and be 
guided by them. All the decision rules presuppose a determination of the values of 
the possible consequences following each choice. Most of the decision rules also 
demand judgments of the likelihood that the different consequences will occur. 
What can be gathered from this is that the proper process of decision choosing 
should be proceed by a process of determination of a utility function or a preference 
scale, according to which the decision-maker can rank the desirability of the possible 
consequences. In a number of cases it is possible to indicate the strategy for makin&. 
the best decision, i.e. a choice of the action which leads to the most desi.t;.ed results. 
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Under other circumstances, there is no such strategy, but there are certain recom
mendations on how to pose questions in a more reasonable manner, how to construct 
a suitable mathematical model of the situation, how to stupy the model, etc. 

Uncertainty is an objective feature of economic systems. There is uncertainty 
about the present state of the system, uncertainty about the response of the system 
to policy measures, and uncertainty about _future events (Kendrick, 1981). If all 
uncertainty vanishes, we have a deterministic system, but determinism is too rough 
approximation in economic problems. Unfortunately, though it is well known 
that real economic systems are dynamic, nonlinear and stochastic, their mathema
tical models which have been developed in recent decades are at least dynamic and 
non1inear, but mostly deterministic. However, while talking about . deterministic 
economic models, one should remember that classical determinism assumes · an 
unambiguous a~d inflexible link between present and future, in the same way as 
between past and present. In other words, classical determinism hypothesizes that 
if the state of an economic system as well as all the actions applied to it are known 
at some instant of time, we can precisely predict the state of the system at any sub

. sequent instafit. But is the assumption of deterministic economies realistic? The 
key to understanding of the mode of operation of an economic system is to be 
found in the economic laws resulting from the relations of production, distribution 

·. exchange and consumption ~pecific to. that system. Economic laws a re continually 
repeated relationship be!ween various elements of economic processes, they operate 
in the course of those processes. Economic laws are objective (i.e. they operate 
independently of human will and consciousness) and stocha'ltic (i.e. the law of 
large numbers constitutes the specific form in which they manifest themselves) . 

. The knowledge of economic laws ensures planned and balanced development of the 
economy. The control of the operation of economic laws consists in the creation , 
of consitions in which social causes set in movement by men produce the results 
intended by men (Lange, 1963). 

To understand the behavior of the economic systems we resort to math~matical 

models. Each of economic ~odels is only an approximation to reality and provides 
a simplification that can be useful in appropriate circumstances to the study of the 
econoJ.?ic processes. Different models may be appropriate for different aspects 
of economy but a major problem ·is to develop the stochastic view in economics. 
Meanwhile, it.has been a long tradition in economics that models are deterministic. 
What are the reasons of the deterministic way of thinking in ecor.omics? In a very . 
interesting paper Tintner (1975), one of the pioneers of the stochastic approach to 
economic processes and systems modelling, we find the following explanation: 
"Deterministic models ought to be interpreted as dealing with the mathematical 
expectations (or other measures of central tendency) of the stochastic processes 
which really make up the true description of any given economy. The relationship 
is about the same; as with the relationship between classical deterministic and modern 
stochastic phycics. If deterministic physical relations are still usefull, e.g. in engi
neering applications, this is due to some law of large nuinbers. But since we typically 
have a very small number of observations, it is somewhat doubtful if the conditions 
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of the law of large numbers are fulfilled with economic data". In the context of 
these remarksTintner proposes to follow the example of modern physics and consider 
economic phenomena tfrom a stochastic point- of view, i.e. to treat economic va
riables as random quantities. 

A transition from deterministic to stochastic economics presupposes a rejection 
of the basic ideas of classical physics. It is known, that from the ~ew-point of classi
cal physics there are two primitive dynamic variables of every physical phenomena: 
energy and entropy. In classical physics we make use of the laws:< of conservation 
of energy and momentum. The law of con-servation of energy is a consequence of 
ho~ogenity of time (independence of the-course of a physical proc~ss ofth~ :qwment 
choosen as the starting point of the process). The law of conservation of momentum 
is a consequen~e of the uniformity of space (all point in space are physically equi
valent). In other ~ords, energy and momentum can be considered as integrals of 
motion, whose conservation is a consequence of the corresponding homogenity 
of time and the uniformity of space. From the point 'of view of ~lassical physics 
economic processes are ,known to have individuality since it is always possible 

-in principle to enumerate them and observe the behaviour of any of them. In this · 
case, however alike two economic processes may be, they are never identical and 
can always be distinguished. In contradiction to classic physics, in modern physics 
two microeconomic processes of the same type should be _ treated as absolutely 
identical. It is understood that the identity of microeconomic processes does not 
exclude the possibility of their differentiation on the basis of different states in which 
these proce~ses may be found. The rejection of the classical individualization of an 
economic process as a physical object is quitt;: fundamental. Although the concepts 
of energy · and momentum · as basic dynamic variables of economic processes are 
carried over to stochastic economks, nevertheless these concepts are now seen 
differently with a reconsideration of the previous interconnections, and the limi
tations imposed by the uncertaintly relations. 

It seems 'that modern physics should be treated as one of the theoretic~! founda
tions of the stochastic economics. In comparison with deterministic economics, 
stochastic economics considers the properties of economic process~s on a qeeper 
and more fundamental level. In Berezinski (1980) some main concepts and ideas 
of statistical physics in application to economic systems modelling are presented. 
The concepts of an economic system phase state, ·phase space, inertia and storage 
are introduced and the Gibs distribution as a mathematical tool for analyzing 
probabilistic-statistical properties of phase space is discussed. Economic system 
development is considered to be open irreversible process and two types of its cha
racteristics are distinguished, extensive an~ intensive ones. Entropy, energy and 
Jnformation are regarded as basic, primitive parameters of economic systems. The 
laws of energy conservation and entropy production in terms of economic systems 
are formulated and discussed. As a result a methematical stochastic model of the 
economics system is constructed in which the economy is considered to be a physical 
system influenced by random factors, with two input flows represented by stream of 
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energomatter and that of organization. In the economic system processes of sy
nergy and dissipation of the energy take place. The economic system momentum 
is observed as useful output of the system. 

3. Operations research and decision making 

A number of areas of mathematics are closely related to problems of deci~>ion 
making, but in spite of many succesful applications of mathematical methods to 
different decision problems the general methodology of the decision making pro
cesses still remaind a problem to be solved. There is a growing interest in mathe
matical models of economic systems under uncertainty as well as in using specialized 
computer systems as tools supporting analysis and planning of economic phenomena. 

While talking about decision making methodology in the context of economic 
problems, let us remember that the decision situations can be categorized into 
three groups: quantitative, qualitative and mixed (both qualitative and quantitative) 
OR is the discipline which provides mathematical apparatus adequate to model 
and analyse quantitative decision problems. If the relations between variables in 

· decision problem are expressed qualitatively only, then the appropriate approach 
is heuristic programming. The focus in heuristic approach is in gaining knowledge 
from an expert or group of experts. In the third situation, when we deal with qua
litative and quantitative relations, the systems analysis methods have to be used . 
The systems approach combines both the mathematical methods and heuristic 
programming, and assumes uncertainty to be an inherent property of decision 
situation and its environment. · 

Operations research is an area of great potential for dtlcision making in economic 
systems. Referring to the term OR one implies the application of quantitative, 
mathematical methods to prepare optimal decisions, by finding optimal solutions 
for OR problems. According to Kleitman (1982), a typical problem in OR has the 
f oH owing aspects: 

1) The situation, in which there are various limitations what can be done, and 
various merits and demerits of allowable courses of action; 

2) A model, in which variables are introduced, the limitations reduced to con
straint equations or inequalities, and the benefits described by an objective 
function to be maximized; 

3) Techniques, for finding solutions to the "mathematical program" defined by 
the model, which hopefully yield recommended actions. 

The ingredients of a traditional procedure for OR problems solving are the follow
ing: (1) an individual who can be identified over time; (2) a series of environments; 
.(3) in each environment a set of actions which the individual can choose; (4) pos
sible states of nature occurring later than the series of environments in which speci
fied "outcomes" may or may not occur; (5) a set of numbers which measure the 
probabilities that the outcome occurs, given that a certain action has been chosen 
in a specific environment. It should be emphasized that the environment of a set of 
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action choices consists of all conditions sufficient to arrive at (5), the conditional 
probabilities of outcomes given a specific action. The model assumes that such 
an environment exists for a given moment of time (Churchman, 1961). 

In developing a model, the complexity of mathematical tools may be various 
depending on a type of operation, objectivesof the study and accuracy of input 
data. Both analytical and numerical, deterministic and uncertain (with different 
kinds of measurable uncertainty) models are widely used in OR and the calculations 
that make the process of decision making easier are the subject matter of this discipline. 

As it was said above, when dealing with decision making under objective uncer
tainty, the approach of OR can succesfully be used to find optimal or at least suffi
ciently good solutions for decision problems. Notice, that rather rarely economic 
decisions are taken in conditions of objective uncertainty which assumes that the 
unknown factors of decision process are random variables or random functions, 
whose probabilistic-statistical characteristics are known or can be estimated with . 
the aid of mathematical statistics. 

As we know, random quantities are completely c~aracterized by their probability 
distribution functions, and objective uncertainty makes the situation almost certain 
if the random quantities involved are supplied with the respective probabilities 
Probability is an objective characteritic of random, statistically stable events. Only ' 
such random events are studied in probability theory and in mathematical statistics. 
Thus, the statistician who gives the rules for taking a decision, and the decision
-maker who wpplies these rules must remember that it is under statistical stability 
conditions that the concept of probability of the occurrence of the event is intro
duced as the limit of the frequency of its occurrence. For this reason, methods of 
mathematical statistics should be applied reasonably and with care, and then scien
tifically justified probabilistic-statistical methods will become an useful tool in the 
hands of the decision-maker. 

The theory of probability is defined as the domain of mathematics that treats 
of mathematical models of random phenomena which possess the property of 
stability of frequencies (Gnedenko, i976). It should be mentioned, that what is 
generally realized is that economic time series are relatively rapidly changing and 
cannot be assumed to be samples of unchanging populations. In order to apply 
statistical methods we need long runs under essentially constant conditions. 

Being an interdisciplinary science OR has been strongly influenced by systems 
theory. The systems approach in the OR field is materialized as a treatment of an 
object being optimized as a part (i.e. as a subsystem) of a larger system within 
which the subunit undergoes an evaluation of the influence it may impose on the 
performance of the whole system. Some examples of interdependencies between 
OR ans systems approach as well as some areas for potential future interactions 
between the two disciplines in the field of economics discusses Intriligator (1979). 

When considering decision-making problems from the view-point of OR, one 
should note that the decision making proper does not fall within tM OR domain. 
It is a decision maker or, what is more ofien, a group of persons who is entrusted 
with the final decision mak~ng and who bears the responsibility for the choice. In ar-
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riving at a choice, the decision makers may and usually take into account other 
factors, quantitative or qualitative in nature, not considered in preparing mathema
tical recommendations (Keeney, 1982; Wentze1, 1983). 

4. Decision making under statistically unstabie uncertainty 

In the preceeding chapter we have assumed that the decision-maker knows the 
probabilities with which the different states of the environment will occur. It is 
important to remember that in real life, the decision maker will often argue that 
he does not really know these probabilities, and that he cannot use programming 
based on probability calculus. An economic quantity can be considered to be random 
only if we are able to make our observations repeatidly and indefinitely under iden
tical conditions (i.e. the chance of an economic event represented by the concrete 
value of quantity under consideration is the same). However, many decisions made 
in economic planning (e.g. investment decisions related to the construction of large 
projects) are in the nature of once-over decisions in which the law of large numbe;:-s 
does not operate. V·le cannot repeat an economic situation indefinitely under identical 
conditions. In short, in practice we are faced in the economy not with pure prob
abilistic-statistical situations, but with a mixture of statistically stable and a number 
of statistically unstable decision situations. 

The mixed decision problems do not fall into the OR domain. It is a manager 
or a group of persons who is entrusted with the final decision choosing and who 
bears the responsability for the choice. Thus, economic decisions are made under 
statistically unstable uncertainty and are encumed with some subjectivism. At pre
sent the main effort in the field of decision analysis has been directed towards the 
production of both theoretical and practical tools for supporting decision processes 
under mixed uncertainty. Beside the work on the improvement of decision models 
there has been, during the last two decades, an extei1sive research on the descrjption 
how the events are valuated by the decision maker, how important the events are 
for him, how certain he is about his probability judgement, and how much he 
feels that he himself can influence the likelihoods of occurrence of the events. Survey 
and extensive bibliography of existing approaches to solving these problems are 
gigen in Sevon (1978). The fundamental result is that in a decision under uncertainty 
the rule for a rational choice is to select the action which leads to the most preferred 
set of consequences. 

As regards their development and use, the methods of the DMUU theory are 
closely related to the theory of large systems and to the methods and means of 
mathematics, operations research, management science, computer science, psy
chology, philosophy etc. This interdisciplinary nature of DMUU has important 
implications for both theory and practice of decision making. An important feature 
of decision analysis is that it has axiomatic foundation. According to Keeney (1982) 
and Winkler (1982), there are four main steps in decision analysis: 

1) Modelling a decision-making problem, i.e. problem structuring; 
2) Modelling uncertainty, i.e. assessing the possible impact of each alternative; 
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3) Modelling preferences, i.e. determining preferences (values) of decision 

makers; 

4) Modelling competitive and group decisions, i.e. evaluating and c9mparing 

alternatives. 

The are some interesting results concerning axiomatic approach to DMUU 
Pratt, Raiffa and Schlaifer (1964) present the following axioms that suggest how 

to conduct a decision analysis: 

Axiom 1 : Generation of alternatives and identification of consequences (at 
least two alternatives can be specified and possible consequences of each alternative 
can be identified. 

Axiom 2: Quantification of judgement and preference (the relative likelihoods, 
i.e. probabilities, of each possible consequence that could result from each alternative 
can be specified as well as the relative desirability, i.e. utility, for all the possible 
consequences of any alternative can be defined). 

Axiom 3: Comparison of alternatives, transitivity of preferences and substi
tution of consequences. Comparison of alternatives indicates that if two alterna
tives would each result in the same two possible consequen.ces, the alternative yielding 
the higher chance of the preferred consequence is preferred. Transitivity of prefe
rences implies that if one alternative is preferred to a second alternative and if the 
second alternative is preferred to a third alternative, then the first alternative is 
preferred to the third alternative. Substitution of consequences indicates that if 
an alternative is modified by replacing one of its consequences with a set of con
sequences and associated probabilities that is indifferent to the consequence being 
replaced, then the original and the modified alternatives should be indifferent. 

One of the essential features of DMUU processes in economics is that the ra
tional decisions have to be judged simultaneously from the view-point of several 
different and usually conflicting objectives. The most fundamental results referring 
to this problem present for instance Keeney and Raiffa (1976), Hwang and Masud 
(1979) and Hwang and Yoon (1981). 

Decision .making under uncertainty is now mostly computer-aided. In computer
-aided decision systems use is made of computers in combination with interactive 
methods, and computerized model. A unifying approach to the issue of using 
computers and computerized mathematical models for decision analysis and sup
port is presented by Wierzbicki (1983). 

5. Concluding remarks 

Our discussion of the interplay between OR and DMUU in the context of eco
nomic systems modelling may be summarized as foll~~s: 
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1) There are three categories of decision situations: certainty, risky and un
certainty; 

2) Uncertainty is an objective feature of economic processes and systems; 
3) Traditional models of economic systems are at least nonlinear and dynamic 

but still deterministic; 
4) It is necessary to follow the example .,of modern physics and consider eco

no~c phenomena from a stochastic point of view; 

5) In comparison to deterministic economics, stochastic economics con
siders the properties of economic processes on a deeper and more _fundamental level; 
. 6) Mathematical models of economic systems are tools supporting decision~ma

king ·in economics; 
7) Decision situations in economies can be classified into quantitative, quali

tat~ve and mixed. Operations research is the discipline which provides mathematical 
apparatus adequate to model and analyse quantitative decision problems under 
certainty or risk; 

8) From the OR point of view, the decision making proper does not fall within 
the OR domain; 

9) In DMUU two components of uncertainty factor coexist: objective and 
subjective. The DMUU theory provides a methodological framework for solving 
decision processes with objective and subjective uncertainties; 

10) An important feature of decision analysis under uncertainty is that it has 
axiomatic foundation; 

11) As a rule, DMUU processes in economics are multi-objective and processes 
with conflicting objectives; 

12) Decision making under uncertainty is now mostly computer-aided; 
13) There is a growing interest in quantitative (OR) models of economic systems 

under uncertainty. The models can be used as mathematical tools supporting ana
lysis and planning of economic processes. 

It must be emphasised that these conclusions applies not only to decision making 
in economics and are methodological rather than methodical. 
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Interakcje mi~dzy teoril! badan operacyjnych 

i teoril! podejmowania decyzji 

w warunkach nieokre§lonosci a modelowanie ekonomiczne 

Celem artykulu jest przedstawienie i dyskusja niekt6rych aspekt6w analizy decyzyjnej w eko
nomii, z punktu widzenia teorii badaii. operacyjnych i teorii podejmowania decyzji w warunkach 
nieokre5lonosci. Rozwaiania Sll, oparte na zalozeniu, i:e funkcja rozk.ladu prawdopodobieiistwa jest 
ilosciowq, miarq, nieokreslonosci zdarzeii ekonomicznych. Zaloi:ono, i:e pewnosc, ryzyko i nieo
'kreslonosc Sll, typowymi sytuacjami decyzyjnymi w ekonomii. Opisane sll, pewne zwif!Zki mi~dzy 
fizykf! a teorif! modelowania ekonomicznego, z kt6rych wynika, i:e nieokreslonosc jest obiektywnf! 
wlasciwoscif! proces6w ekonomicznych. Badania operacyjne Sf! traktowane jako dyscyplina, kt6ra 
dostarcza modeli matematycznych odpowiednich dla analizowania ilosciowych zadaii. decyzyjnych 
w wanmkach pewnosci i ryzyka, podczas gdy teoria podejmowania decyzji w warunkach nieokre§
lonosci jest wprowadzona jako dyscyplina preferujf!ca sytuacje decyzyjne, kt6rym towarzyszy nie
rnierzalna nieokreslonosc. 

JIHTepaKTHBHhiC CBH3H MC)KJI:Y TCOpHeii onepaQHOHHbiX 

HCCJICJI:OBamfii, TCOpHeii DpHHHTHH pemeHHU B ycJIOBOHX 
HCODpC.ll:CJICHHOCTII 11 3KOHOMH'ICCKI'IM MOJI:CJIHpOBaHHCM 

IJ:e.'ThiO cTa.&a HBID!eTCH npep;craanemie a o6cy:>K,ZJ;eHIIe aeKoTop.&IX acnercroa aHamf3a npmrn:
T.ID.I pememill: B 3KOHOMHKe, C TO'IKH 3peHIIH TeOpiDI OITepa~OHH.biX HCCJie,!I;OBaimii: H TeOpiDI npH· 
IDITII:H pememill: B yCJIOBIDIX aeonpep;eJieHROCTH. PaCCMOTpeHIIe OCHOBaHO Ha npe,u,nOC.b!JIKe '!TO 
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~YHK~ pacrrpe~eneHHH BepOHTHOCTH ~ITHeTCH KO~eCTBeHHOH Mepoil rreonpe~eneHHOCTil 3KO

HOMH'IeCIG!X C06h!THH. llpe~onaraeTCH, 'ITO ysepeHHOCTb, pHCK H Heorrpe~eJieHHOCTb HBITHIOTCH 

THIIH'IllbiMH CHTyaii;HHMH llpl!HHTHH perueHH:il: B 3KOHOMHKe. 0rm:CaHbi HeKOTOpbie CBH3H Me)l(~y 

~H3R'IeCKHMH HBJieHHHMH I! TeOpReH 3KOHOMR'IeCKOTO MO~eJIRpOBaHHH, R3 KOTOphiX BhiTeKaeT, 

, 'ITO Heonpe~eneHHOCTb HBJIHeTCH 06'beKTHBHbiM CBOHCTBOM 3KOHOMH'IeCKRX llPOJ..IeCCOB. Onepa

II;IIOHHbie HCCJie~OBaHHH ITpHIDIMaiOTCH KaK OTpaCJib, KOTOpaH pa3pa6aThmaeT MaTeMaTH'IeCme 

MO~eJIR, COOTBeTCTBYIOIII;He ~JIH KO~OCTBeHHOTO aHaJIR3a 3a~a'!. npHHHTIDI perueHl!H B YCJIOBJIHX 

yBepeHHOCTR H pRCKa, B TO peMH KOT~a TeOpiDI IIpHIDITHH perueHirn: B yCJIOB:IU!X Heonpe~eJieHOCTH 

BBO~TCH KaK OTpaCJib ~aEOm;aH npe~O'ITe!IHe CHTYaJ..IIDIM, KOTOphiM COITYTCTByeT Heli3MepxeMaH 

Heorrpe~enennocrh. 
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